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OVERVIEW
Technology Description
Engineers in Prof. Shantanu Chakrabartty’s laboratory have developed
a single-use public key distribution and authentication platform that
utilizes millions of solid-state timers to combine the beneﬁts of both
classical and quantum key distribution frameworks: low-cost and
unconditional security.
Currently, hardware key generators (e.g., SecureID) can secure access
to critical data but are vulnerable to physical attacks. Alternative
quantum key distribution systems have security guarantees but are
not portable; cannot be used for public-key distribution; and require
specialized peer-to-peer connections with high computational
performance costs. This technology solves those problems with a
hardware-software system that exploits the synchronization and
security features of self-powered timers to emulate phasesynchronized photons in quantum key exchange. The low-cost timer
chipsets can be publically distributed to interested parties after they
are synchronized to a software clone on a server. Then a single use,
“destructive read”, secure readout between the chipset and the server
provides one-pad authentication and guarantees secure
communications with traditional cryptographic approaches.
Furthermore, because the timers are self-powered, their contents
cannot be probed via side channels. This key distribution system could
provide highly secure communications with end-user applications in
healthcare, smart contracts, ﬁnancial transactions or the Internet of
Things.
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Related Technologies –This technology is based on a previous selfpowered, CMOS-based, nano-scale “smart sensor” and timer system
that uses quantum-tunneling for reliable, long-lasting memory or
authentication (WUSTL Technologies T-015908 and T-016736)
Stage of Research
Software – The inventors have tested two authentication
algorithms and demonstrated that the protocols based on the
tokens generated by the timers have similar or enhanced security
compared to other authentication protocols at a signiﬁcantly lighter
storage and computational footprint. Speciﬁcally, these protocols
are robust to DoS, MITM, Traceability, Replay, and Desynchronization attacks.
Hardware – The inventors are testing prototype timer arrays.
Applications
Authentication and security – hardware-software key
distribution platform for one-time pad keys with end-user
applications such as:
Internet of Things devices
secure ﬁnancial transactions for B2B and e-commerce
smart contracts
secure communications for healthcare or military/defense
secure voting
Key Advantages
Low-cost, robust security - combines features of classical and
quantum-like encryption:
inexpensive, portable, works at any distance
prevents theft, counterfeiting and tampering by eliminating
static identiﬁers
Small, solid-state device:
array with millions of timer devices can be economically
fabricated with standard CMOS processing on a single chipset
1/100,000,000 size of RSA SecureID token generator
Immune to side-channel attacks – millions of synchronized
timers are self-powered and last longer than two years, therefore
they cannot be probed using a power-side channel or an
electromagnetic side channel
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Patents – Application pending
Related Web Links - Adaptive Integrated Microsystems (“AIM”)
Laboratory
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